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elcome to AEON 10, our 60th Anniversary
volume! Over the past nine issues we have
charted the course of the Glenaeon school
community, chronicling the many facets of the
culture and people of our community both present
and past. This year is our 60th year, a remarkable
milestone in our journey and AEON 10 takes
a moment to pause and reflect on some of the
achievements in that time.
One simple achievement is that in those 60 years,
we have grown from a class of three children in a hall
in Pymble to a thriving school educating from early
childhood to Year 12, spread over three campuses,
supporting the journey of 500 students from birth
to adulthood. This is no small accomplishment for a
community without an established institution behind
us such as a religious order. The school has been
built by commitment, and a spirit of giving. Our
founding gift came to Glenaeon from the St John
Group of the Anthroposophical Society, the funds
to purchase the land at Middle Cove and to run the
school for its first three years. Then it was on its
own, and has been ever since.
And what growth there has been over these past
60 years! As we step out into the 21st century, we
are mindful of these gifts from the past which are
also a gift to the future. We carry the spirit of these
gifts with us as we build the school that will shape
the lives of our students into this future century.
I invite you to reflect on our past in this AEON,
to enjoy news of our current community, and pause
to imagine the great things still to come.
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AEON gives a glimpse into the
rich learning community that is
Glenaeon, established as
Australia’s first school for Rudolf
Steiner education. The magazine
is a record of school life, featuring
people and events that are
important in our community.
Glenaeon pioneered the vision
of a creative and collaborative
education in Sydney, and we
celebrate the unique community
that has grown around the school.
AEON is a voice and forum for
the rich learning that remains the
school’s core impulse. Whether
currently involved with the school,
or one of our many alumni families
and friends, we invite you to enjoy
in the following pages the unique
vision of a Glenaeon education.
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At our Founders Day assembly
on Wednesday 22 November
we unveiled an impressive
large 60th anniversary mosaic,
created by the students.

THANK YOU
his is a moment to say thank
you and pay tribute to our
outgoing Chair of the Glenaeon
School Council (Board of Directors)
Mr Ken Gunderson-Briggs. Ken has
been Chair of Glenaeon School
Council since 2013: he will be taking
leave from Council at the December
meeting, and handing over the
Chairmanship to Mr Lee Hill, who
has acted so ably in the Vice Chair
position, in 2018.
Ken’s three children have all
attended Glenaeon, and he came
on the School Council as a Director
in 2009. Ken brought enormous
expertise to his task as a Director
and Chair: he is a founding Director
of his own accounting firm in the
city as well as being a non-Executive
Director of a number of Australia’s
leading public companies.
Ken’s initial role on the Council
was one of financial oversight,
ensuring the school’s finances
remain strong and well managed. He
quickly took on more strategic roles
and had the vision to establish the
Glenaeon Foundation, charged with
community building and fund-raising,
and was its founding Chair.
On succeeding Ian Davis
as Council Chair, he became
the architect of our governance
review, establishing processes and
structures that provide Glenaeon
with contemporary best practice in
school governance. Ken has devoted
countless hours to the school and
leaves the precious legacy of a
united and highly skilled School
Council able to steer our
strategy for many years into
the future. The school is
very grateful to Ken for his
commitment and very large
contribution. 
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Ken Gunderson-Briggs

Patrick Hartigan
Manon Gunderson-Briggs

Brenna Hobson

Tom Reeve

GlenX NIGHT

There was a good crowd of around 80, including a number of students,
mostly from Year 11, at this year’s annual GlenX event. Alumni
Brenna Hobson (Executive Director of the National Theatre of Scotland),
Tom Reeve (family law solicitor) and Patrick Hartigan (exhibited artist)
gave polished presentations on their careers, their memories of Glenaeon,
and reflections on the impact of their education on their lives and work.
heir presentations were all
entertaining and unfailingly
impressive, with a depth of
thoughtfulness and feeling that
provided moments of touching
insight. Last year’s GlenX had some
interesting common elements: this
year the speakers each mentioned
the power of story and narrative
as an enduring gift the school had
given them. Even Tom Reeve as a
family law solicitor, who had built a
practice in the large Marsden’s law
firm from himself and a clerk into
a division of 17 solicitors, regarded
law as a creative practice based on
finding the “story” in each case and
building a pathway out of conflict
into a humanly satisfying resolution.
We owe all three speakers our
gratitude for the gift of the time
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and effort they put into their very
considered presentations, all
beautifully crafted.
Former student Manon
Gunderson-Briggs (also a graduate
of AIM in Musical Theatre and NIDA
and currently starring in Muriel’s
Wedding) provided the entertainment,
two beautifully performed and
presented songs that demonstrated
the power of her remarkable voice.
For such different personalities
and career paths, the speakers
provided a kind of triangulation
that captured something of the
intangibles of our education. I came
away pondering the substance that
has lain behind our school over the
past 60 years, and with a sense
of how it’s so vastly bigger than
us all.  Andrew Hill
PAGE
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IN THE BEGINNING

Dalcross Pymble

Marion Mahony Griffin
and Walter Burley Griffin,
Sydney 1930

Kindergarten 1957

How did we begin? The American architects who designed Canberra, Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin,
came to Castlecrag in the 1920s and there built a remarkable community of forward thinking people. They discovered the
work of Dr Rudolf Steiner, then active in Europe, and their community made serious study of Steiner’s work, fostering the
values of community, building in harmony with Nature and the local environment, and a contemporary spirituality. They
joined the Anthroposophical Society which was the vehicle for Steiner’s work in Sydney.
Eric Nicholls, a young architect from Melbourne, joined them to become Walter’s
junior partner. He too embraced Steiner’s work, and carried on the practice after
Walter left for India. The Castlecrag, Willoughby, North Sydney and Mosman
areas are dotted with Nicholls-designed houses and buildings, including the
well-known Willoughby Incinerator, now restored as a vibrant café.

Eric Nicholls

Sylvia Brose OAM
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arion put on plays in
the amphitheatre which
the Griffins had personally
constructed, and in 1936 at a staging
of the ancient Greek drama Antigone,
a young student teacher named
Sylvia Brose met Marion and became
inspired by Steiner’s work.
This moment set the seal for
Sylvia’s life. She determined to train
in Steiner education and after a stint
teaching at Frencham under Winifred
West, made preparations to travel
to Edinburgh to train at the Rudolf
Steiner School there.
But the question remained of
how would the new school be
funded, and where would it be?

M

1952 the St John Group
of the Anthroposophical
Rudolf Steiner Society
in Sydney was faced with a
momentous decision: what to do
with the proceeds from the sale of
the Glenaeon property at Belrose.
Mr Crawford McDowell had built a
beautiful stone house on acreage
on the edge of the bush in what
was then still called French’s
Forest, where he promoted the
study of Dr Rudolf Steiner’s work.
He had given the property the
name Glenaeon. The origins of this
beautiful name are mysteriously
obscure. While it sounds Scottish,
there are no places in Scotland called
that. It may well be a name Crawford
McDowell created himself, as it
hints of an esoteric meaning.
When he died without heirs, the
property passed to the St John’s

IN

Group and when it was sold, they
had a number of choices about
what to do with the money. We
have the minutes of a meeting
to determine this question by
these anthroposophists, and their
deliberations are quite remarkable.
One serious suggestion was to
give the money to aboriginal people
as, it was recorded in the minutes,
the land had been taken from
them without payment. This was
in 1952, long before there was any
sense of land rights and there was
certainly no Land Council to whom
the money could be given. How
incredibly 21st century!
They finally decided to use the
proceeds to establish a school in the
Rudolf Steiner method of education
in Sydney. Here was another
momentous decision, and from the
Glenaeon proceeds Sylvia was able
to travel to Scotland on a trip funded
by the Anthroposophical Society. She
was away for four years, and in this
time Eric Nicholls prepared the legal
structure of the new school. He also
scouted for land for the future, and
was delighted to find five hectares

Sylvia with Year 8 students in 2001

Original two classes 1958

Sylvia Brose and Year 9

of bush in Middle Cove off Glenroy
Avenue which the Anthroposophical
Society purchased sometime in the
late 1950’s.
Especially significant was the fact
that the block had once been owned
by Walter Burley Griffin himself.

In the end, the collective wisdom
was to take the name of the property
that had made the school possible,
and “Glenaeon” we became, a
beautiful sounding word that has
esoteric connotations.

1957

Sylvia returned and in 1957,
with Sylvia as teacher/headmistress,
and Eric Nicholls as Chair of the
Board (Council), the new school
opened its doors to three pupils.
The first school building was called
Dalcross, a Kindergarten in Pymble,
and so the school was known in
its early years. As Dalcross grew in
numbers, the Middle Cove site grew
in buildings in preparation for a move.
The first building was for Classes 2
and 3 (while Kindergarten and Class
1 stayed at Pymble), and as it was
designed and built by Eric, it is now
the Eric Nicholls Building (Class 6)
and is heritage listed.
Gradually the younger classes
moved to Middle Cove until
eventually Dalcross was sold and
the school was on one site in
Glenroy Avenue. But what was
to be the name of the school?
An early meeting had a number
of options, including one sought
out from the leading academic
anthropologist of the time, Professor
A.P. Elkin of Sydney University. He
was consulted on an appropriate
aboriginal name for this new form of
education, and his recommendation
was “Guringal”, a local Gu-Ring-Gai
word meaning a “place of instruction
for young people in the bush” or
“a place of initiation”. So this was
nearly our name!

he rest, as they say, is history!
From this founding gift, the
school grew with the dedicated
work and philanthropy of teachers,
students of Dr Rudolf Steiner, and
later parents. We have grown into
a school of 500 students from
Preschool to Year 12 across three
campuses. What an achievement!
For a small community, without a
church or any established bodies
to finance and fund us, and one
striving to keep fees manageable
for working parents, this is no small
achievement in itself.
But the greater achievement is
what happened in the classroom,
the establishment of a new form
of education that was ahead of its
time. To this we must give credit
to Sylvia Brose who was a genuine
pioneer, the like of which we rarely
see these days.
Who else could have stepped
into the public gaze of the 1950s,
the Cold Warring, black and
white, monochrome fifties with an
education that promoted colour, the
imagination, creativity and had a
funny German name just 12 years
after the end of a terrible war with
that very country.
This was a time when the average
school lunch was a devon sandwich
on white bread, when Vegemite was
seen as a serious food source. It was
a time when boys did Economics and
girls did Home Economics. It was
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a time when boys did metalwork
and woodwork, and girls did
needlework and sewing. Yet here
was an education that took a gender
neutral view as boys learned knitting
and girls did woodwork. How very
21st century!
nd the 21st century tags
keep coming. At a time when
corporal punishment was in
full swing and boys were belted
with the cane for relatively minor
indiscretions, here was a woman
who said “Look for the Angel in each
child”. How incredibly positive, and
a full 50 years before the birth of
Positive Education. At a time when
education was the 3 R’s (Readin’,
Writin’, and ‘Rithmetic) plus a lot of
sport, here was a woman advocating
a holistic education that integrated
the imagination and personal
creativity into academic learning, a
full 50 years before the Melbourne
Declaration mandated those very
things for Australian education. The
list of 21st century “Firsts’ continues:
collaboration between teachers, a
flat management structure, organic
practices that predate the push
for Sustainability, mindfulness and
meditation practices as a pathway of
development. …the list goes on.
Glenaeon’s 21st century values
and practices were seen in the
1950s as odd and strange. Now
many of them are benchmarks for
government education policy. Sylvia
Brose brought a pioneering attitude
to education in Sydney, and was
ahead of her time. Looking at the
list of pioneering methods and
values, it’s obvious the time for
a Glenaeon education is now! 

A
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RECOLLECTIONS FROM
GLENNIS MOWDAY
One of Glenaeon’s longest serving teachers,
and the school’s historian

Glennis with Class of 1987,
her first as guardian

Camel riding
near Cairo, 2003

As a 25-year-old teacher with two years’ experience, I was fortunate to apply for a position at Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner
School in 1982. The school needed a teacher for their Year 12 Ancient History Class and an assistant to Lesley Long (now
Carlton) in the Kindergarten. I was fortunate that I had taken up a scholarship offer and studied Early Childhood Education
and Ancient History at Macquarie University and was offered the job. The rest is History…
Glenaeon was certainly different from the state system. I will never forget singing
to kindergarten, “inside time” after morning tea for the first time and watching
Eurythmists float down the driveway in veils. The teachers had in-service
training in Steiner methodology on weekends and at week-long conferences.
Sylvia Brose gave lectures on Steiner pedagogy and we all studied art with David
Hatton, Eurythmy with Kristen Ramsden and singing with Joseph Marney.
erm four was taken up practising
for the Christmas Shepherds
Play. At the end of my first
year at Glenaeon, they needed a
young Virgin Mary, and I performed
her solemnly for two years before
moving across to become a frolicking
shepherd. I can still remember the
Angel Gabriel telling me I was going
to give birth and I replied “How shall
this be, seeing I know not a man…”.
I will also never forget playing the
flower seller in the School Musical
“Oliver” at the Willoughby Town Hall
(knocked down for the Concourse).
The whole school was involved in the
early musicals and it was an amazing
experience. I was singing “Who will
buy my sweet red roses…” for years
afterwards. The director was John
Bonney and producer Stuart Gentle.
Annie Semler was a marvellous
choreographer, with Bunty Turner
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singing strawberry seller (she
was the original “My Fair Lady” in
Australia).
Many parents were generous in
giving funds for the school to build
our own Hall. Evelyn Mason, a former
Class Teacher was an early fundraiser.
The Sylvia Brose Hall opening was
a gala affair in 1985 with a medieval
theme. Many years later I was a
Member of the College of Teachers
and had responsibility for running
the school with this incredible
group. Working with Sylvia Brose,
Rosemary Gentle, Brigitte TietgeRollans and Scott Henderson to
name a few was a great privilege.
Over the years I have consistently
taught HSC Ancient History and have
taken four study tours to Egypt and
Greece, taking students on some of
these trips. My favourite pharaohs
are Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Hatshepsut

and Rameses II. My favourite places
in Egypt are inside pyramids, Deir
el Bahri, the Valley of the Kings and
Karnak. I have enjoyed teaching
so many wonderful students and
thank them for their dedication to
their studies and great HSC results.
We had a lot of fun over the years
in between hard work, eating
jelly snakes and having Ancient
History banquets.
Other subjects I taught were:
»» Phys Ed – sailing and
windsurfing was the best fun,
and basketball and volley ball
‘competition’ days with Lorien
Novalis Steiner School were
memorable
»» English – students writing
the final chapter for “Picnic at
Hanging Rock”
»» Commerce – excursion to
the stock exchange when
the “chalkies” were writing up
changes, but everything stopped
for the Melbourne Cup!
»» Year 10 History for the School
Certificate (when we had
Government exams) and some
fabulous Main Lessons that
stressed Human Rights and

Glennis with 2nd generation students

Glennis and Linda St Clair at 40th reunion

Magdalena giving Glennis singing lessons

Carol Deisk, Sheila Curzon, Louise Bendeli

Glennis turns 60

Glenaeon History
the 1950s – Challenge and
Change
»» Australian Biographies
Main Lesson in Year 9
»» HSC Society & Culture –
a highlight was taking students
to Vietnam
»» HSC Extension History –
Historiography with Elizabeth I
as our Case Study.
All fabulous courses and I have
been privileged to teach so many
great students over the years (some
of whom are now teachers at
Glenaeon), including those who loved
English (Liz Nevieve), Ancient History
(Liz Nevieve’s daughter Olivia) and
Extension History (Ella Pooley &
David Chapman).
Other Main Lessons I have
thoroughly enjoyed teaching are
the beautiful Parzival Main Lesson,
which is the most important literary
and spiritual journey for Year 11; the
Spirituality Main lesson (examining
belief systems around the world) and
the Ancient History Main Lesson
(Year 10) giving an overview of our
origins in regard to philosophical
ideas and technology.

nother topic I found fascinating
is the History of Glenaeon.
I was inspired by a talk by
Marie Nicholls (the daughter of
Eric Nicholls, the school’s founding
Chairman) about the early days and
founding teacher, Sylvia Brose’s,
recollections and her charisma.
I enrolled in a Masters at the
University of Sydney and completed
many subjects including some
relating to the History of Education
and school histories. As an Honours
thesis, I researched Glenaeon
archives and was privileged to
interview many pioneer teachers
and leaders at the school. The
resulting thesis was a history of the
first Steiner School in Australia from
1957-2000. The title is: Steiner
Education in Australia: Maintaining
an Education Theory Given the
Necessity of Practice, Glenaeon
Rudolf Steiner School.
Those pioneers included Sylvia
Brose, Marie Nicholls (Architect),
Linda St Clair (Sylvia Brose’s niece
and in the first class at Glenaeon),
Vera Jacobson, Vera Laycock,
Coral Paterson, David Hatton,
Dick Van Leer, Alan Whitehead,
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Cedric Leathbridge, Geoff Craig,
Rosemary and Stuart Gentle,
Neville Harrison, Elaine Goodman,
Graeme Harvey and Anne Kersch.
I also share a birthday with the
school, we both turned 60 this year!
We are indebted to the vison of the
Nicholls and the Griffins and the
teachers, especially Sylvia Brose
(and her brother-in-law Ron Laycock
– accountant), Rosemary Gentle,
Neville Harrison, Martin Naylor
and Andrew Hill and the parents
(Van Leers and the Greens – David
Green’s parents) and many others,
and last but not least ex-students
and current students for making
the school possible. We are a
community that continues to share
in Steiner’s ideals, we grow and
build on the contributions of all
who are connected with Glenaeon,
the first Steiner School founded
in Australia, in 1957. 
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PLAYGROUP

From the 20th to the 21st Century

From the humble beginnings of playgroup in the bush in the early 90s, Ebba
Bodame’s career as Early Childhood Coordinator at Glenaeon has straddled three
decades. In the bushland that is now the two modern homes next door to the
school, Ebba told stories in a little den between the bushes, and the parents and
children warmed their hands by a fire kindled in a fire pot in wintertime.
s interest in Playgroup grew and
hopes for a Glenaeon preschool
became a reality, the school
was offered the premises of the
church hall in Charles St. For many
years they had to set up and clean
away the playgroup every day.
Finally, playgroup moved to the
Castlecrag Campus in the mid-2000s
and then, when the Campus was
refurbished with the Government’s
stimulus package, the playgroup
room became the wonderful
space it is today, complete with its
own kitchen.

A

Playgroups are a good opportunity for parents
to experience Steiner Education firsthand
with storytelling, baking, appreciation of
nature, rhythm and all the special ingredients
that make up a playgroup morning.
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The aim of playgroup is for the
children and the parents to leave
feeling nurtured and inspired to
bring these healthy habits into their
home life. Young children need to
see that life is good, the world is
safe and people are loving, and the
playgroup leader integrates these
qualities into the life of the group.
Many lasting friendships are created
out of playgroup mornings and
many parents discover skills they
never knew they had like sewing or
knitting to create beautiful toys for
their children
Ebba has truly loved her journey
and the gifts she has received
from meeting so many parents and
young children over the years, and
these days she sometimes meets
young adults who were once part
of her playgroup. Now the time
has come for her to step back from
her role and allow another person
to come in and hold the mantle of

Sandra
Frain

early childhood at Glenaeon. Ebba
is delighted to continue to lead one
toddler group on Wednesdays and
to share her wisdom and knowledge
in her workshops and talks as part
of the Glenaeon Parent Education
program.
nd so it is with great pleasure
that we introduce Sandra Frain
who will be stepping into the
role of Early Childhood Coordinator
at Glenaeon. Sandra is an elder in
the Steiner Education movement
who has been working with families
and young children since the 1980s
and completed a Masters in Waldorf
Education at Columbia University in
New York in 2000.
She came to Australia in 2001
and has taught at Steiner Schools
in the Southern Highlands and
Northern Rivers as well as running
home-based family day care centres
throughout that time. As an early

A

childhood educator she has created
a wide variety of workshops under
the banner of ‘Wise Ways Work’
which she has taken all over the
world. These include: ‘Rhythm,
Routine and Ritual’, ‘Story, Song
and Game’, ‘Cooking, Gardening and
Crafting’ and ‘Rest Times – how to
make them a beautiful experience
for all’. The common themes in
Sandra’s workshops are fun, joy
and creativity.
One area of particular interest
to her is ‘intergenerational family
education’ and to that end she has
created workshops around cooking
and nature such as ‘Alchemy in the
Kitchen’ and ‘The Science and Art of
Sourdough Bread Baking’ as well as
her amazing ‘Sacred Soil’ and ‘Tree
Pasting’ Workshops. It was in 2010
that our then kindergarten teacher,
Melissa Baker, did a workshop with
Sandra and was so impressed she
decided to bring Sandra to Sydney

courtesy of the parents’ association
for a weekend of biodynamic
gardening and sourdough bread
baking with parents and children.
What we found so special about
Sandra’s workshops was the way
she teaches through the joy of work
both for children and adults and the
community building that results from
sharing such an experience.
Sandra brings to playgroup a
wealth of knowledge in Steiner
Education and Early Childhood plus
an incredible warmth and character
which will allow her to carry Ebba’s
initiative into yet another generation
of Steiner educated children who
can carry their light and love into
the world. 
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PRESCHOOL
AT GLENAEON
Here there is time...
to play, laugh, sing, dance and climb

Preschool families

t Glenaeon preschool we have
a strong commitment to the
traditional values of childhood as
a foundation for a healthy life. It is our
aim to nurture, protect and honour
the young child and childhood itself
as an essential phase of development,
not to be hurried through.
Our families are united by a
wish for their children to enjoy
childhood, establish a connection
to nature, enjoy a healthy, peaceful
lifestyle and have time to play. They
understand that movement, music,
stories, rhymes and play are the
foundations of later healthy literacy
and numeracy skills.

A

Children who live in an atmosphere of love and
warmth, and who have around them truly good examples
to imitate, are living in their proper element.
Dr Rudolf Steiner,
‘The Education of the Child’

Cooking program

Our preschool cooking program
involves making morning tea, lunches
and afternoon tea each day. The
rooms are filled with the aroma of
home baking and the warmth of a
family caring for each other.
Parents often come to help with
the program making sushi, cultural
delicacies and family favourites,
which bring the community together
and surround the children with an
extended family atmosphere.
PAGE
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New website

We launched a new website
this year, building it around our
educational ethos, photos and videos
of the children at work and play, and
interviews with parents. We worked
with Campbell Van Venrooy from
CVV Design and are delighted with
the finished site. Please visit us at
www.glenaeonpreschool.nsw.edu.au
We interviewed several parents
for the website and these are some
of their comments:
“The parents all want their children
to have a childhood.”
“Parents like being surrounded by
like-minded people.”
“Childhood is about having fun.”
“It is a privilege to be invited to
attend their birthday celebration story
sitting in a circle with the candles –
it is a beautiful experience.”
Our teachers were also asked
to say what they perceived to be
the key elements of Steiner Early
Childhood education.
»» One of our teachers noted that
it is wonderful to watch our
children’s awe and wonder with
the natural world, watching a snail
leaving a silver trail, gathering
autumn leaves and flowers.
They play in the park so happily
under the trees, not needing
complicated toys or entertainment.
»» Another stressed that every
part of the day, every item in

the room has a deeper meaning
and intention.
»» Yet another spoke of the
imagination and creativity in
children’s play, transforming toys
as needed in their role-plays and
story landscapes.

Festivals

Our Apple Picking Festival is a
snapshot of our preschool community.
We go to visit an ex-Glenaeon High
School teacher, who has developed a
biodynamic orchard in Bilpin. Families
meet for a walk around the dam and
orchard, filling baskets with apples
and sometimes pears, before our
picnic under the trees. The beehives
are nearby. Some families have
stayed overnight at a nearby alpaca
farm and have collected chestnuts
the day before.

Community visits

One of our groups visits an
Aged Care facility next door every
fortnight, to bring gifts and sing
for them. It is eagerly awaited
and they love the grandmas and
grandpas. 
Peggy Day Preschool Director

CASTLECRAG
CAMPUS

Solar power at Glenaeon

It is with tremendous pride and joy that Glenaeon Castlecrag can declare
that we are now powered by the Sun. Solar power works especially well
for a school because our operating hours are primarily in daylight.
he only thing we need the grid
for now is our security lights and
to keep our fridges running. We
are such a sunny school that we
are also making extra power which
we give back to the grid to share
with other households – what a
gift! The only days we go over our
power production are when it is
exceptionally hot or cold but most
days our air conditioners can run on
sun power alone.
For this wonderful initiative
we have to thank Andrew Rogers,
parent of Maya in Class 1, William
in Kindergarten and Ava in
playgroup. The individual parents
in our community bring so many
diverse skills and talents and, in
his first enrolment interview, when
Andrew was asked if there was
anything he would like to bring to
the school he expressed his desire
to bring solar power to Glenaeon.
Andrew has been an active member
of the Glenaeon Eco Council
for the past two years and, as a
solar engineer has been able to
bring a vast amount of knowledge
and expertise on the process of
installing solar power affordably and
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efficiently. We have been very lucky
in this instance to be in the hands
of a person who really cares about
the school.

Purified water fountains

nother delightful addition to
our campus has been the
installation of three purified
water drinking fountains of excellent
quality. These fountains have
been financed by the Glenaeon
Parents’ Association. Our only
issue with the fountains was that
they didn’t fit with the aesthetics
of our playground so we had to put
our Steiner ‘lateral thinking’ caps
on. The Art Department created a
project with the Year 10 students in
which they were covered in mosaics
for the silent auction at the Family
Fair. This was a very labour intensive
project but resulted in two of the
three fountains becoming works of
art in the playground with the third
destined for the same treatment in
2018. This also meant that no plastic
needed to be used to bring water in
for the Family Fair this year as each
fountain also harbours two taps for
filling water bottles.

A

Castlecrag Campus continues to be a haven
for childhood in a world which is increasingly
desensitised to the special qualities of those
auspicious early years of life.
We will continue to guard it and
protect it for many years to come,
like a ‘National Park’ for childhood
right here in the middle of Sydney. 
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FAREWELLING
A PIONEER
David Hatton was a long-standing Class
Teacher at Glenaeon for over 25 years from
the 70s through to the 90s. He took three
classes through the eight-year cycle, as well as
playing a major role in the school’s pioneering
developments at that time, working closely
with Sylvia Brose, almost, some said, as her
right hand man. He was a long term member
of the school’s educational management body,
the College of Teachers, and played a key role
in shaping and building Glenaeon’s educational
practice and reputation.

An Overview After A Teacher’s
Second Class Teacher Period
David Hatton
Outside the classroom he was
active in everything at school
from school plays, to the Craft
Expos, to the Artists Holiday, both of which over
years raised major amounts to fund the buildings
we enjoy today. He married Ursula who was
Glenaeon’s music teacher at the time (I am reliably
informed they bonded during a school production
of The Mikado), and have a son, David Jnr, as well as
Ursula’s two boys from a previous marriage.
He passed on his teaching expertise to many
teachers in many training courses, and was the
Coordinator of Glenaeon’s Teacher Training program
in the 90s. He was also very active in landscaping
the Middle Cove campus and though the memory of
his projects will be lost in the mists of time, Lindsay
Sherrott tells me he was largely responsible for the
landscaping and terracing around the Vera Jacobson
building (more prosaically, the 3/4/5 building).
David and Ursula moved to Orana Steiner
school in Canberra in the 90’s where he took
another class through, and also played a major role
in that school’s development as Chair of College,
particularly in the purchase of the school’s second
campus. He was also a prolific painter and was for
many years the President of the Artists Society of
Canberra, as well as exhibiting widely.
David was a commanding personality, and a
significant contributor to the growth of Steiner
education both at Glenaeon, and across Australia.
David died earlier this year, and as we remember
both a colleague and salute a pioneer, we wanted to
bring you an extract from this reflection by David
in 1985, about what it meant to him to be a Steiner
class teacher.
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s I approach the end of my
second class teacher cycle
perhaps I could encapsulate
Miss Brose’s words, that it is a
privilege and a religious experience
to be a class teacher, especially in
a Rudolf Steiner School, and to be
involved with the development and
education of a child. It is a constant
source of life that flows to the
teacher from the spiritual world, and
we have the future in our hands.
Even though this responsibility is
awesome, it is a gift of destiny and
each day we are thankful for this
opportunity to work with children.
I look back over my two class
teacher periods at Glenaeon and it
has been a great joy to me to know
your children and to experience
the fruitfulness of this wonderful
curriculum that is an integral part of
each Waldorf School based, as it is,
on the insight of Dr Steiner.
The curriculum is not only
interesting in subject matter, full of
imaginative pictures conjuring up
joy and pleasure, pain and woe, but
it is an age-related curriculum that,
year by year, embraces the physical
development, the changing soul state
and the inward awakening of the
child's consciousness.
Each year has its own value, its
own essence, its own entity. Each
year unfolds even as your child
unfolds and the eight-year path I’ve
just walked, hand in hand with my
class, has revealed wonderful worlds

A

of goodness, beauty and truth to
both teacher and pupil.
Time flies! It only seems like
yesterday that I took over our
“Kindy” from Lesley Long whilst she
undertook a short training course in
New Zealand, and I was left alone
with my class. What energy! What
enthusiasm! What shyness! All these
things and more rose up to meet me
as I began my class-teacher journey
and I still can see those dear little
faces despite the passing of the
years. It is that passage of time of
which I am writing in this article, and
perhaps, at the end of it, you too will
gain some insight into this inspiring
curriculum and be glad your child is
experiencing it in his or her education.
A teacher in a Rudolf Steiner
School has been described as
a ”spiritual midwife“ – birthing
the child to find himself in this
incarnation – and to develop his
capacities for life. Surely this is what
education is all about. At Glenaeon
we educate to see him into life. All
our teaching is only a small part of
the whole, whether it be tables drill,
languages syntax, phonics sense
building, recorder playing, changing
to indoor shoes, telling stories, acting
and so on. All our activities have a
greater purpose than that seen on
the surface. We are endeavouring to
strengthen each child’s will, feeling
and thinking, and each and every
day is an inter-weaving of learning
experiences to achieve this.

David leading the
singing at the
Glenaeon BBQ 1972

ducation is not limited to the
”3-R’s“ – Reading, Writing and
‘Rithmetic, to pushing computer
buttons and to fact learning for
examinations, but there is a whole
world of imponderables that we try
desperately to touch. This is the
hidden curriculum which refines and
deepens the senses, the appreciation
of beautiful sounds and surroundings
that steep the soul in colour, the
flowering of the imaginative pictures
that poetry and stories stimulate and
cultivate, the way we move, look at
each other, and the stream of human
essence which flows between
people to allow us to be warm,
caring, aware human beings.
Perhaps one of our most
important tasks is to touch the
child’s soul. Every child has the
capacity to enjoy laughter and
experience tears, and adults should
give them opportunities to do so.
This is the challenge of the soul
which adds strength to feeling and
develops the consciousness. On
countless occasions I’ve watched
my class experiencing happiness
and sorrow, pleasure and pain, and
I am reminded of Blake’s poem –
“Joy and woe are woven fine,
A clothing for the soul divine.”
Life without feeling is almost
meaningless and it is this
strengthening of the child’s life that
prevents emotionalism and self-pity.

E

et me give you an overall picture
of the class-teacher years. For
me it is my second revolution,
but let me tell you that it's no
”hum-drum, been-there, done that“
trip. Indeed not! It is a new day,
every day: it is a new Main Lesson
every Main Lesson: it is a new
child every hour! No two classes
are alike or treated alike. No two
children are the same and each
should be treated as an individual.
This is the overwhelming
responsibility that is ours and the
changing child needs constant
flexibility on the teacher’s part.
Ah! This is the challenge of being
a teacher and even though it is
wearing, it is a wonderful existence.
I couldn’t do anything else. I love
being a teacher. (Incidentally I always
wanted to be one. I remember
writing a composition in Third class
about ”What I want to be when I
grow up,“ and even then teaching
was my destiny.)

L

Being a class-teacher enables
one truly to appreciate the step-bystep progression from one year to
the next; and so we build a solid
foundation, with knowledge and
care. We avoid overwhelming and
flooding the young child with predigested knowledge, thus allowing
him to experience the qualitative
aspect of each subject.
Through every Main Lesson we
have sections that give emphasis
to the willing, feeling and thinking
forces of the child. Such activities
as singing, music, reading, spelling
and tables drill, verse-speaking,
gymnastics, and Eurythmy which
begin the younger child’s day are
deliberately done to build up the will.
The feeling life is touched through
the noble deeds of Man, through
the beauty of Nature, through the
inspiration of the saints and Old
Testament heroes, through the
intricacies and truths of science,
through the heroism and goodness
found in Myths and Legends, through
the courage of Man, despite affliction
and harsh environment, and through
the wonders and techniques of Art,
Music and Literature. Each child’s
thinking is challenged through factual
subject matter and reverence for the
truths of each subject.
It is important that teaching
becomes an Art, and that in
everything we do we portray an
image of Man. That is the core of
all our work because it is through
Man that this world we live in
will flourish and have a future.
Even in abstract subjects, such as
mathematics and science, we give
the child a reverence for the fact
being discovered, and a respect for
the men who have given to us the
mathematical and scientific truths.
Today the talk is of computers.
It is the aim of many schools for
each child to have his own personal
computer. A decade ago it was the
TV-Video set in all schools and we
saw millions of dollars being spent on
such equipment with the claims that
a lot of our educational worries would
be rectified. At Glenaeon we do not
have a great deal of audio-visual
equipment because it is an essential
part of our whole educational concept
to preserve the young child's image
picture-making faculty. Television,
videos and film strips present
an already finished image, thus
preventing the child from forming his

own. As the student moves into the
thinking realm of his life, especially
after fourteen, perhaps there is room
for selected material to be presented,
but this is closely monitored.

It is part of a child’s individuality to be allowed
expression and the automotive age wars against
the individuality of the child. Cherish the fact that
Glenaeon encourages this whether it be in play,
in storytelling, or language activities.
Colleagues of mine that teach
in other systems find the idea of
taking the class on year after year
quite irksome, and talk of teacherpupil personality clashes, new blood
needed, and tediousness. My reply to
such attitudes is that they don't know
what they’re missing! I have a link to
my class that is not only a physical
daily instruction one, but also binds
us as friends for ever. This spiritual
bond gives teaching life and it never
becomes a chore.
The eight-year period covers a
wide range of topics and skills and
it would be impossible for me to
list them. I see that the work I did
in Class I, 2 and 3 bears much fruit
in the later classes and I'm glad
this curriculum holds such interest
as it yearly unfolds. School is not
boring, nor should it be, and the
Main Lessons we've experienced
together seem to be one highlight
after another.
Where does my class go from
here? Hopefully it will continue right
through to Year 12 so that the eightyear plant can bear its flowers as
it was meant to do. Think carefully
about completing high school at
Glenaeon. The Main Lessons of the
Upper School answer the needs of
the evolving capacity for abstract
thought that your child has, and to
have your child travel the full distance
is a reward in itself for all the
sacrifices you have made.
want to thank all the parents for
their support over the years. My
class, which includes the parents
as well as the children, transformed
the environment around the
Kindergarten – Class 1 building and
I’ve been aware, since those working
bee days, that we are a whole, as a
sort of trinity made up of children,
parents and myself, yet one, working
together. I am thankful to be part
of Glenaeon. 

I
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A HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHER REFLECTS)
Delaney Crawley

Delaney Crawley has been a teacher of English and Drama for over 20 years in a range of
different schools. She taught at a number of independent schools in Sydney before joining
Glenaeon for two years in 2005/6, then spent 10 years at the Cape Byron Steiner School,
where one of her students topped the state in HSC Drama. She has been at Glenaeon since
2016 as both our Drama teacher and Teaching and Learning Coordinator.

What does it mean to be a teacher in a Steiner High School? This is a question that I have been grappling with for about
15 years now, having taught in Steiner High Schools over that time frame, and having come from a mainstream teaching
background. All Steiner High schools present slightly differently, with different cultures and requirements that challenge
and define them, so there is no simple and definitive answer. But there has emerged for me, particularly over the past few
years, clear elements that work towards answering this fundamental question. But first of all why ask it in the first place?
Because it’s been asked of me by parents, students
and community for years. Most people are very clear
about what a Steiner primary school looks like and
how it nurtures a child’s soul life through imaginative
expression and individual unfolding, with teachers
who devote their lives to the individual growth journey
of each child who travels through the class teacher
period with them.
hen the child hits ‘high school’
however, the answers become
less clear, and many Steiner
High Schools can look very similar to
their mainstream counterparts. While
this is not necessarily a negative,
parents choose a Steiner education
for their child over the mainstream
because there is a perceived
difference. Some of the differences
I have heard parents articulate over
the years include smaller class sizes,
more individual attention, enhanced
creativity, a well-rounded education,
close relationships with teachers…
just to name a few.
For some, this question is often
clouded by the leaving experience of
the Year 12 student. In both Steiner
High School contexts in which I have

W
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worked, the Higher School Certificate
has been the primary exit point for
Year 12 students and their last two
years of school have been largely
dedicated to achieving this purpose
successfully. It is particularly at this
end of the school that the question
I initially posed becomes hardest
to answer. How is this any different
from a mainstream education and
why would I send my child to a
Steiner School to finish Year 12?
There is an argument that the
question is actually irrelevant, and
that the education the child has
received up until this point prepares
them adequately to fit in with
mainstream practices and that is
in part what we are aiming for and
I don’t disagree with that, but as a
teacher who consciously chose to
be a Steiner High School teacher this
has never been a satisfying enough
answer.
Several years ago when I first
decided to train as a Steiner teacher
out of the mainstream high school
environment, I met a young man who
had been educated in a European
Steiner High school and I asked

him what he felt he had gained as
a result of his Steiner education.
He responded, “When I left school
I wasn’t entirely sure what I wanted
to do, but I knew clearly who I was
as a person.”
And that response floored me.
For there was the thread I wanted
to investigate further. A sense of
inner knowing and a capacity to
stand confidently within one’s own
self were part of the intangible
qualities that one often sees in
students who finish their education
in Steiner schools but how is it
achieved and what does it mean for
the teacher to consciously work in
this way?
In a lecture to the first Waldorf
teachers, Rudolf Steiner said:
“We must find our way more and
more toward our task, which is to
make human beings truly human.”
It sounds simple. But grand and
complex questions are raised by
this statement. What exactly is
“truly human?”
Herein lies the key to preparing
Steiner teachers. Their humanity
is what needs to be developed.

High school teachers
L-R Keiko Takahashi,
Pru Borgert,
Manu Prasad and
Brigitte Tietge-Rollans

What we do for the children we do
for ourselves, in developing healthy
capacities of thinking, feeling and
willing and teaching in such a way
to awaken in the students a love for
and of the world.
And yes, we have a methodology
to support this, but as Rudolf Steiner
points out time and again, of far more
importance is the teacher and the
inner work they do for themselves…
“What the teacher is, passes over
into the child, not what he teaches…
teaching itself must be a work of art,
not a matter of theory.”
And…
“the first of educational tasks is
that we must make something of
ourselves, so that a relationship
in thought, an inner spiritual
relationship may hold sway between
the teacher and the students…
the externals we must certainly
cultivate, but we shall only cultivate
them rightly if we establish the
importance of the relation between
the thoughts that fill us and the
effects of our teaching on the
children, in body and soul.”
And finally…
“A teacher who occupies herself
with thoughts of the evolving
human being will work very
differently upon her pupils from
a teacher who knows nothing of
all of these things and never gives
them a thought.”
o clearly this is the internal
picture and one that becomes
hard to define and justify in a
world where external evidence of
success is repeatedly asked for in
subject results. These wonderful
words from Steiner are the pointers
to the kind of teacher one must be
in a Steiner High School context

S

if we want to help our students
unfold in freedom and become ‘truly
human’ – qualities that would not be
considered in a job description for a
mainstream teaching position.
The teacher should exemplify
the humanity that is the goal for
every child, and be supported in this
endeavour with not just ‘professional
development’ opportunities which
mainstream educational practices
endlessly promote but ‘inner self
development’ that enables the
teacher to walk the path of life-long
learning and investigation.
For those who are sceptics of the
inner path and need more concrete
examples of what defines a Steiner
High School teacher, we can build a
bridge between the methodology of
our teaching and the curriculum itself.
In the Steiner High School, we
are, in our teaching, speaking to
the students’ growing desire for
truth and discernment in exercising
their emerging faculty of judgement.
And while many high schools also
apply rigour to this endeavour, often
through rigorous testing procedures,
the Steiner High school ideally
achieves this aim holistically. We
protect and nurture the creative
imagination through the qualities
of presence and attention through
immersion and deep engagement in
worldly phenomena.
At no other point in their lives
is the propensity for self-absorption
so strong as it is in the world of
the adolescent, especially when
the pressure of social media can
completely erode one’s healthy
self-esteem. Steiner teachers gently
encourage a turning towards the
world and its phenomena through
cultivation of depth of attention.
If explored correctly, this allows

students to exercise their own
judgement and discernment through
Socratic questioning and dialogue,
to allow concepts to arrive naturally
within their whole understanding
and for deep learning to take place
over time.
Through the continued practice
of this process and methodology
throughout the Steiner High School
in the presence of a broad curriculum
of Main Lessons steeped in the
liberal arts, sciences and humanities,
the student develops their own
world view that ideally equips them
with all that they need to become
“free human beings who are able of
themselves to impart purpose and
meaning to their own lives” and
make a significant contribution to
the world they inhabit.
short, for me to be a teacher
in a Steiner High School
setting for me means two
things. I need to be an expert
in my particular subject, with a
commitment to ongoing enquiry
about how this subject works not
only physically and intellectually for
the student, but also how it affects
their soul life. I also need to be
engaged in my own inner process
of growth and development and
display a keen interest in the whole
of humanity and its future, and
be prepared to continually enrich
my understanding of these things
through life-long learning.
That I hold a particular world
view that resonates with the
ideals of Steiner education and
can hold and articulate that ideal
in all that I am and teach is evident
in the quality and depth of my
understanding and the relationships
that I develop with the students. 

IN
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2017 YEAR 12
GRADUATION
ADDRESS
Andrew Hill

Dear Year 12, the usual graduation speeches are intended to give wise words to a graduating class. But
today I‘m taking as my subject something that may surprise you. My subject is, the “ute”, the vehicle
that a few of you drive. Not any particular ute, but the ute in general. We take utes for granted, they are
an Australian icon, but you might like to hear the story of how the ute came to be.
or their first 30 to 40 years, there
were either cars or trucks. You
had the comfort of a car or you
had the rough ride of a truck. In
1932 a farmer’s wife wrote to the
General Manager of Ford Australia
with a problem: Dear Sir, she wrote,
we need a car to go to church on
Sundays, and a truck to take our
pigs to market on Monday. We can’t
afford both. Can you help?
The job was given to a young
designer named Lew Bandt who
was just 22 years old. Within a
few months he had developed a
revolutionary design that put together
the comfort of a car with the uses of
a truck: he grafted the steel frame
of a small truck onto the passenger
cabin of a Model T Ford coupe.
Comfort and utility (or multiple uses)
came together and the new invention
was named a Coupe utility: or the
ute for short! They took off, Holden
developed their own version and the
rest as they say is history. Utes are
now part of Australian culture.
Let’s look at what Lew Bandt did.
He brought together two things that
hadn’t been brought together before.
If you lived at that time, you would
have automatically said, there are two
different kinds of vehicles, they just
do different things. That’s the way
life is.

F
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Now of course we just take utes
for granted today, and maybe we
might think that any of us could have
thought of this. We might just feel
we are a bit superior to those simple
people of the 1930s and of course
why didn’t they think of it earlier? But
it doesn’t work that way, we only
think this way because someone
thought it first. Someone had to do
it differently first, and afterwards
everyone thinks its normal.
Let’s take another Aussie icon,
or rather Sydney icon, our Harbour
Bridge. You all know BridgeClimb
which has people on the Bridge every
day of the year now, but for the first
65 of its 85 year history the Bridge
stood totally unclimbed by the public.
Then a man called Paul Cave
was so struck by the possibilities of
climbing the Bridge that he spent
ten long years planning, negotiating,
and eventually bringing his vision of
BridgeClimb to reality. He brought
two things together that no one had
seen before: the Harbour Bridge, and
climbing, and making it possible for
as many people as possible. How
many? There have been 3.5 million
people climb the southern span of
the bridge, bringing in hundreds
of millions of dollars into the NSW
economy and employing countless
people over the years. And all from

seeing something that no one else
had seen before.
Now these creative ideas, these
creative thoughts, when they’re put
into practice, are much more than
just any old ideas: creative thoughts
like the ute and the BridgeClimb
have a huge flow on effect not just
for the creator but also for whole
communities. Think of the countless
people who have driven utes over
the years, even people sitting on
this stage: think of the enormous
value of the BridgeClimb for the
Sydney economy. And creative
ideas like these will play a huge
part in Australia’s, and therefore
your, futures.
Australia has been very lucky. Part
of the very nice, first world standard
of living we enjoy has been largely
based on the fact that we have lots
of valuable rocks that the rest of the
world wants. Now it’s possible that
either in your generation's lifetime,
or your children’s, all those precious
things will have been dug out of
Australia’s backyard, and there will
be none left. What will sustain our
economy in the future? Creative
ideas! New products like the ute,
or new ways of doing things, like
BridgeClimb, where different things
are brought together that hadn’t been
brought together before.

nd there’s a wonderful thing
about creative ideas. They’re like
music. Ever wondered how it’s
possible that singers and composers
just keep coming up with new tunes?
the great tunes and songs just keep
coming. Creative ideas are just like
this too: they never run out: they are
truly sustainable, not like rocks and
gas, and our future might just depend
on a stream of creative ideas being
put into practice.
Now an obvious question is, how
do you get this magic factor x that
enables people to see connections
that other people don’t see? Some
people are just born with this gift.
But for most of us, you need training,
you need education.
So how do we train and prepare
people for a future where creative
ideas will be a scarce resource,
where our economy will depend
on people who can come up with
creative ideas and put them into
practice?
If you wanted to design an
education that prepared people for
the challenges of the 21st century,
what would you put in it?
How about Lew Brandt, designer
of the ute: I bet he drew a lot,
designers usually do. When you
paint a picture, you have to see
something, you have to visualise
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it. When you draw something, you
are looking at it intently and seeing
it from different angles, making
connections. So drawing would be
one of these future skills.
What about Paul Cave of
BridgeClimb: I don’t know him at all
but I bet as a boy he climbed trees a
lot, and spent a lot of time outdoors:
Nature teaches us many things, and
the web of life shows us the ultimate
in creative interconnections. So
spending significant time in nature
would be an important part of a
future education.
Year 12, are you getting my drift?
These are some of the fundamentals
of the education you have had here
over the past 13 years. I could go on.
So I hope a picture is emerging
for you of how a Glenaeon education
has equipped you for 21st century
living. What they call the 4 C’s of the
21st century have been embedded
in your upbringing: Communication,
Collaboration, Creativity and Critical
Thinking. The HSC taught you that
last one, but your school taught
you the one before: all that drawing,
painting, making things, theatre,
music, singing, musical instrument
playing, eurythmy, will give you
a view of life that might just help
you see the unique connection that
no one else sees, that new idea

that might just provide a life-saving
innovation for a whole community.
Now there’s innovation, but
there are some things that don’t
change, and wisdom is knowing the
difference. We hope that the stories
and legends of the world that you
heard on your journey here gave you
a connection with that ancient stream
of human wisdom that will sustain
you into the future. The verses
that we will hear in just a minute,
may they echo down the years as
nourishing words that will continue to
connect you with the greater world
and the life of the universe. And to go
back to where it all started, the world
of the child: may those memories
of unity and innocence continue to
provide refreshment and nourishment
for your souls for the rest of your lives.
Year 12, on behalf of the school,
the teachers and students, I wish you
all happiness and a bright future.
Now it’s your turn, and we look
forward to what you will bring us,
the Glenaeon Class of 2017.
Go well! 
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YEAR 10 MUSICAL THEATRE
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CHESS
T H E M USICAL

Throughout term one each year, Year 10 students
learn and refine a piece of musical theatre, which is then
performed over three nights at the end of term.
his year, the students worked
on the musical Chess, about a
politically driven, Cold War-era
chess tournament between two
men—an American grandmaster
and a Soviet grandmaster—and their
fight over a woman who manages
one and falls in love with the other.
With music by Benny Andersson
and Björn Ulvaeus from ABBA, and
lyrics by Tim Rice, Chess was a
significant and powerful piece of
music theatre for its time, and was
seen as a metaphor for the Cold War
tensions present in the 1980s, with
the show embodying the paranoia
and xenophobic attitudes present
in the political climate of the day.
In preparing for the musical,
students undertook a main lesson
in which the key features of the
Cold War were introduced and
many of the songs were learnt.
During the Musical main lesson
itself, students developed skills
in singing, drama and dance and
strengthened their confidence and
sense of responsibility. As a result,

T

the social fabric of the class was
also reinforced.
As Andrew Hill wrote at the
time: “Chess The Musical was a
revelation of student potential.
Chess is a complex and demanding
musical, so it was more than
amazing to see this group singing
and dancing away with such joy
and gusto, and providing such
scintillating entertainment. There
were outstanding performances
from every single cast member,
and the ensemble work pulsed
with an infectious energy.
There was dedicated help
from so many staff members and
Year 10 parents, but the key people,
Liz Nevieve as Director and Manu
Prasad as Musical Director, have
worked another remarkable feat
and we can all look on with wonder
at what is possible, and enjoy the
results. Well done to both of them
for such a show!” 
Based on an idea by Tim Rice
By arrangement with Origin™ Theatrical
on behalf of Samuel French Ltd.
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EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Glenaeon’s Exchange Program enables Year 10 students to travel to Europe
or Japan for a three-month period to experience more deeply the culture and
language of the country they’ve been studying since Class 1. Our students
often form life-long friendships with their exchange families, and become even
more proficient in the language they are using.
Here are three different experiences, Phoebe Martin and Fiona Ryan from 2016,
and Madeleine Brigg, who travelled to Switzerland this year. Fiona’s dad, Martin,
said “The exchange program with the Kenji Steiner school has been of enormous
benefit to Fiona, to us her family, to Miko and to Miko’s family. I am sure it has
also enriched Glenaeon and the Kenji school communities.”

My exchange was a bit of a last minute decision
his was because I had thought
about exchange and convinced
myself that it was beyond my
capability, as it was way outside
of my comfort zone. I had decided
I wouldn’t go on exchange, but
someone gave me a card with the
quote on it “a ship in the harbour
is safe, but that is not what a ship
was built for”.

T
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Those words are what have
taken me all this way, 7092
kilometres away. Forty two days
later and I have had so many
amazing experiences I didn’t know
I was missing.
I’ve played hide and seek at
midnight, competed in a whole
school event of piggy back races,
learnt the traditional Japanese dance
Nanazumai, tried countless new
foods, and met some of the
nicest and warmest people,
and that’s not even half of it.
I am so grateful I went on
exchange. I am so grateful
I pushed my boundaries.
I challenge you to push
your boundaries as well,
because you never know
where you might end up. 
Phoebe Martin

My exchange experience
hen the time came to pick a
permanent language class, in
year eight, I wanted to learn
Japanese. I will say, having now been
in Japan for nearly 3 months, there
are things you cannot learn sitting
in a classroom. Japan is unique; its
language it not similar to any other in
the world, and its culture is far from
that of the western world.
My experience at Kenji Steiner
School has been just as I had
hoped for.
The teachers at Kenji are
understanding, but have also strongly
encouraged me to work hard, which
I am grateful for. The students
are all very friendly, I instantly felt
welcomed into the Kenji community.
Every student at Kenji has actively
engaged with me and I have also
done so in return. For this reason, my
speaking has greatly improved, to a
point where I can have a conversation
with another student using only
Japanese.
My Exchange partner Miko, (who
was at Glenaeon for term one), and
her family have been so generous
and kind. They have become my
second family. They have taken me to
Kyoto, Hiroshima and many places in
Tokyo, where we have shared many
experiences.
I was happy to treat Miko and her
family to their first pavlova, despite
having to whip it with only a hand
whisk. I found it was worth it, to give
a new experience back. I did Australia
proud with my pavlova; now Miko
and her family love pavlova and love
Australia. But my arm has still not
regained all of its feeling...
I highly advise that parents look
into an exchange for their child; it’s
an amazing opportunity that should
not be missed.  Fiona Ryan

W

My Swiss experience
ver since I was a child I have
always been passionate and
curious about travelling coupled
with a healthy obsession with Swiss
culture, lifestyle and landscape. Last
year this dream of living in such an
idyllic environment became possible
through Glenaeon’s international
student exchange program. While
these exchanges are predominantly
with other Steiner schools in Japan
and Germany, the school was
extremely flexible in allowing me to
attend a French speaking school, if
I could find one willing to take me.
I took on the challenge of finding
French speaking Steiner schools and
spent many hours scrolling through
the websites of schools all over
the world from Morocco to New
Caledonia but I had my heart set
on Switzerland.
The weekend before the Year 9
camp in October my parents gave
me an ultimatum to send off my
exchange application to the schools
or abandon all hope of living my
dream. With the help of a friend’s
mum and my dad’s high school
French I wrote about myself and
sent it off to seven different schools.
I was delighted to come back from
camp a week later to find that all
seven schools had responded within
days. And in a whirlwind of emails
and hastily booked flights Vanessa
came from Geneva and into my
Sydney world.
Vanessa is larger than life,
a fantastic cook, passionate
about exercise and fluent in four
languages… in other words my polar

E

opposite yet we clicked immediately.
Looking back on it, it was very much
like gaining another older sister and
over the next three months she
would go on to take this role very
seriously – taking notes for me when
I was away, being a shoulder to cry
on when I felt like I was drowning in
Chess (the Year 10 musical) songs,
and most importantly telling me that
my French had a long way to go.
After three of the quickest months of
our lives I was sad to say goodbye to
my sister and my parents were sad to
farewell their new daughter.
A few weeks later I joined
Vanessa and her family in Geneva
where I spent the next few months
talking to strangers in my bizarre
Swiss-German-French-Arabic dialect
courtesy of the people I met jumping
off the Geneva river bridge, travelling
to neighbouring countries France,
Italy and of course my daily visits to
the embassies of Oman, Nigeria and
Swaziland, and of course eating so
much delicious food courtesy of my
Swiss Italian host mother’s kitchen.
I cannot even begin to express
how incredible and worthwhile an
exchange is particularly for students
but also for the families involved. My
time in Geneva has been one of the
highlights of my life and I truly believe
that nothing but good can come
from stepping out of your comfort
zone and welcoming someone new
into your life. Oh and my French did
improve too.  Madeleine Brigg
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CO-CURRICULAR SPORTS PROGRAM
Jonas Stoebe
PDHPE Teacher

Glenaeon is very lucky to be able to offer a number of co-curricular sports
activities, most of which are open to students from Class 4 – Year 12.
Our PDHPE teacher, Jonas Stoebe, coordinates the program and all activities are conducted
by qualified coaches, Glenaeon PE staff or people who are leaders in their sport.
Sports we now offer include parkour, athletics/fitness/games, hockey, frisbee, basketball,
netball, fencing, soccer and archery.

We asked some of our more sporting
students to give us their perspective on their
participation in these sports and in other sports
at Glenaeon, and this is what they said.

y name is Eric and I have been
at Glenaeon for 7 years, from
Class 1 to Year 7. I have been
involved in most of the sports events
including after school activities such
as archery and a few others.
I started archery on Friday
afternoon as an extra curricular sport,
in the first term of Year 7. I quickly
fell in love with it and continued
it through the term. In term two
I started to progress in archery and
started training at 9am on Sunday
mornings. Soon I started at 8am to
get even more one-on-one training.
Then after I purchased my own bow
I went to my first competition. I have
the same instructors on Sunday that
I do on Friday and this has proved
to be a big help for they can see
me improve from day to day and tell
me how to work on my technique.
I also do athletics on Tuesday.
Besides the early morning start at
7:30am it is a lot of fun. We play
whatever the students want: soccer,
dodgeball, basketball ect. and then
have breakfast afterwards.
We have started to run down
to the creek which has been easier
since the new pathway was opened.
At the start of term 3 in sport this
year, we did swimming at Willoughby
leisure centre. We would catch a bus
to the pool and then get instructors.
We did a life saving course which
involved us jumping in, in our clothes,
and pulling our friends out with ropes
along with learning how to improve
our general swimming.
I will continue to take part in
all of these activities and hopefully
progress. 
Eric Neuman Year 7

M

Co-Curricular sports

Mondays: Parkour from Class 4 (3:30–4:45pm)
Tuesdays: Early morning Athletics/Fitness/Games

open to parents, staff and students from Class 4 (7:30–8:30am)
with breakfast provided afterwards.
Hockey from Class 4 (3:45–5:00pm) trained under
the watchful eyes of coach Aidan Hardwick.
Frisbee from Class 4 (3:45–5:00pm).
Basketball from Class 4 (3:45–5:00pm).

Wednesdays: Netball for girls from Class 6 (3:45–5:00pm)
Glenaeon fields two teams in local competition.

Thursdays: Fencing from Class 4 (8:00–8:45am).

Early morning Fencing for those early rising young athletes
ready to test their skills against one another in the hall with
former Polish National Women’s Fencing coach Andrew Z.
Soccer from Class 4 (3:45–5:00pm).
Glenaeon fields teams in local competitions.
Boys and girls together from Class 4 to Year 9 kick the
‘round leather’ around on the oval in this most magnificent
natural setting.

Friday: Archery from Class 5 (3:45–5:00pm).
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rchery is a sport that requires
strength and determination,
along with focus. Your mind
must be open and ready to try new
things. Observation is key, you can
learn invaluable techniques and skills
from others, but the person you learn
the most from is yourself.
When doing competitions there
is constant noise and distraction
around you. They are always long
and tiring, and you often have to
shoot at least ninety scoring arrows.
To be successful, you must be able
to drown out the distraction and be
steady and consistent while shooting.
So far I have been in three
competitions (NSW State Outdoor,
State Indoor, and Illawarra Field), and
my experience of them has been
enjoyable. I won one gold medal and
two silver medals, which I am proud
of, however I am always eager to
improve and to help others achieve
their goals as well.
My coach says “If this arrow
is bad, you can improve the next
one. If this round is bad, you can
improve the next one. If you shoot
badly today, you can shoot better
tomorrow.” This nicely encompasses
how archery can be a great stress
relief, and is not about always being
perfect. It is about being better within
yourself; if the technique is there
then the good scores will come.
A big thanks to Jonas (I could
never have done archery if you hadn't
started it at Glenaeon!), Simon,
Marty and all the team from Bondi
Archers for helping me be where
I am today. 
Sofia de Boos-Smith Year 7

A

port was a really big part of
my schooling at Glenaeon.
I participated in my sporting
codes mostly socially, but we always
enjoyed a bit of competition and
some I played more seriously.
I was part of a
Glenaeon girls’ basketball
team – The Dazzlers – that
started with some of my
classmates in Class 6. The
team played all the way
through until the end of
the Year 12, this year. We
are even hoping to stay
together and play some
more now that school has
finished. It was a lot of
fun to meet on a Friday
night to play basketball…
even when some of the
games started at 10pm!
AFL was the sport
I played competitively
through my school years.
I got into it through my
class mate Nicky Steel, playing for
the local junior club Mosman Swans.
Now, whilst not a school team, lots
of Glenaeon girls are playing with
the team. I was lucky enough to be
selected for the U18 State team to
represent NSW/ACT for the last four
years and this year alongside Nicky.
The support of the school allowed
me to pursue my sport extensively
and I’m really grateful for the
opportunity. Even though Glenaeon
doesn’t have an AFL team (yet!) it is
played during PE and the AFL ball is
often kicked around at lunchtime.
I’d mention soccer, athletics,
netball and fencing but there’s not
enough space in this magazine! 
Blaise Miller Hill Year 12

S

was first inspired to join
Glenaeon’s fencing community
whilst still in kindergarten.
After having seen an elaborate
demonstration of the sport when
attending my first annual Glenaeon
school fair, I marvelled at such a
terrific sport and felt encouraged
to participate and wield a foil of
my own.
I believe fencing is a substantial
sport for it relies heavily upon tactics
and timing as well as coordination,
quick thinking and receptivity.
I also think it’s a nice alternative to
mainstream team sports such as
rugby, soccer and netball, for it is a
very different and unique approach
to competition and develops
concentration, focus and a sense
of identity.
Unfortunately, fencing is
not very accessible in Australia
and I appreciate Glenaeon making
it available. It has created a great
platform to support me as I now
pursue a higher standard outside of
school. Recently, I joined a fencing
club outside of Glenaeon, also run
by Andrew, Gleneaon’s amazing
fencing instructor. Andrew, originally
from Poland is an inspiring instructor
who trains fencers at a national level
and has supported me to continue
to grow in this demanding and
exhilarating sport. 
Nelson Hall-Whitington Year 9

I

have been playing on the Glenaeon
netball team since Class 4 – as I
write this I’m thinking… ‘I can’t
believe we started so long ago!’
It has always been a community
team open to anyone who wants
to join. Our team is mostly Year 10
students plus three from Year 9, who
have been playing with us since the
beginning. People have come and
gone over the years but the four
people who originally started are still
here, including me.
There’s now a junior team as well,
with mainly Year 9s, and one Year
8 student. Throughout our years of
playing netball with the school, we
have played three in a registered
competition, winning one local title
and making it to one semi-final. Both
teams play in the Saturday morning
competition at Willoughby netball
courts. It’s a really fun and friendly
environment! We also train on a
Wednesday afternoon at school,
which is good for fitness as well as
skills, and we often have a game
with the junior team after training.
I love going to games and training
because I’m with my good friends
and we always have a blast! 
Jaz Miller Hill Year 10

I
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OUTDOOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Scott Williams
Outdoor Education Coordinator

Our Outdoor and Environmental Education program aims to provide meaningful
experiences for our students that also equip them with the skills to safely and
confidently embark on their own adventures. We believe that the more time
they spend in a location the more they grow to understand it. In turn, the more
comfortable they feel within that environment, the more they embrace everything
that place has to offer. Our Outdoor and Environmental Education program
continually re-immerses students in environments they have visited previously
while offering different activities within similar locations.

Katherine,
Northern Territory

This year we had some new programs
which offered the opportunity to explore
Tasmania’s wilderness, trekking across
the Overland Track in winter, and
sea kayaking the Great Barrier Reef
surrounding Hinchinbrook Island. Our
cultural immersion program explored
Kakadu’s world heritage area and
gave students the opportunity to assist
indigenous students at MacFarlane
Primary school in Katherine.

hen we reached MacFarlane
Primary School, we were
greeted by the children who
were all excited to meet and play
with us. When Juanita, a girl in Year
4 learnt my name, she was really
happy to see me because apparently
I had the same name as Goku’s wife
from her favourite TV show called

W

We visit these locations both to
initiate the students’ relationships
with, and highlight the fragility of, these
magnificent environments. We believe
these relationships ignite the drive to
seek out time spent with nature. They
also fuel a passion for conservation as the
understanding of the impact of the loss of
these natural places runs deeper within
these students. 

Glenaeon’s Outdoor Program for 2017
YEAR

PROGRAM

ACTIVITIES

DURATION

4

School Oval

Local Bushwalks

1 night

5

Blackheath/ Blue Mountains

History: Cox’s Road/Grand Canyon Discovery Bushwalk

3 days

6

Central West NSW

History: Bathurst Goldfields
Geology: Abercrombie and Jenolan Caves
Bushwalking Warrumbungle’s

5 days

7

1. Newnes Plateau
2. Harold Reid

Bushwalking, Kayaking, Abseiling
Rock Climbing

4 days
1 day

8

Barrington Tops

Self-support Bushwalking, introduction to
moving water Kayaking, Abseiling

5 days

9

1. Wolgan Valley
2. Shoalhaven

Bushwalking, Canyoning, Rock Climbing
Art Program, Canoeing

7 days
5 days

10

Overland Track

Bushwalking Tasmania
School stay at Tarremah Steiner school

10 days

10+11

Whitsundays QLD

Sea Kayaking Expedition

11 days

10+11

Herbert River QLD

White Water Rafting Expedition

11

Central Australia

Kakadu National Park and Katherine, Northern Territory
Service at MacFarlane Indigenous School

12

Coonabarrabran NSW

Landcare/Solo/Astronomy
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9 days
11 days
4 days

Dragon Ball Z. I was surprised to
learn that she had nearly finished
watching all the episodes, and had
seen movies such as Logan, and
many horror movies. She told me
she had Netflix and missed school
every Thursday to go to McDonald’s
or watch movies with her dad. Out
of the blue, she asked me what my
spirit totem was. She elaborated,
“You know, the place you go to when
you die.” I didn’t have one, “Oh” she
said. “Well your favourite animal can
be your spirit totem.” Later in the
week, in science class, a boy, Razda,
drew pictures instead of writing
down sentences on the evolutionary
processes of adaption, and he still
got the answer right.
I found this really interesting,
how two very different cultures,
the Aboriginal one along with the

Grand Canyon

his year, our outdoor education
team has given our Year 12
students an alternative to the
traditional end of school celebration.
The idea, which was met with
incredible enthusiasm from the
students, was to embark on a 23-day
journey down the Colorado River
through the Grand Canyon. From
an Australian perspective, this is
a journey never before completed
by a school group, during a time of
year that most of us head towards
the beach.
This journey acts not only as
a celebration of these students’
schooling achievement but as a
culmination of their outdoor and
environmental education experience
facilitated by the school. The timing
and duration of this trip will allow our
students to be completely immersed
within this spectacular natural
environment, witnessing the many
faces of Mother Nature.

T
Year 11

modern and western culture had
been integrated. Juanita switched
between two very different cultures
easily, talking about movies then
spirit totems, and Razda drew
pictures to explain something rather
than writing. It’s an Aboriginal way
to express things through drawing.
I always thought that there would be
clashes and conflicts but it was more
the opposite. I recently watched a
movie called Yolngu Boys which is
about three brothers
who go on a journey
to discover their
indigenous identity
within a modern
world. And this
is what I saw in
Katherine, which was
a pleasant surprise.
In school the
children not only
worked on literacy
and numeracy, but
also on understanding who they were.
We played a game called rabbits and
bilbies. The first group would have
rolled up sleeves and communicated
loudly. The other group would have no
shoes and avoid eye contact, speaking
softly. They had to quickly switch,
learn and adapt different behaviours
to the suited environment. It was a
mini representation of two lifestyles
in the real world.
We also brought along some music.
We sang songs for the performance
and we gave out recorders. Thank
you to those who donated. They were
all fascinated in the instrument, and
one girl asked me if it was a flute.
Someone said, “no it’s a violin!” Once
they were given a brief introduction,
they wouldn’t stop playing, they
wouldn’t put it down. We got most
of the students playing Mary had a

little lamb. With this exchange, we
learnt cultural lessons from teachers,
Mr Aaron and Ms Levina. One idea
I took away from them is to always be
inclusive of everyone no matter where
they come from. We spent
the first 15 minutes going
around the circle listening
to others talk about their
ethnicity and identity. Many
people identified with more
than one. It’s quite comforting
that people can be accepting
and compassionate with
themselves and other people.
This trip helped me gain a
new perspective on Aboriginal
people. It was the first time
I had interacted with them. I’m
really grateful that I had this
experience to be able to talk to
Australia’s first people and try
and understand how they live.
The happiest moment for
me was when Juanita came
to school on Thursday, her
McDonalds and movie day. She
came because she wanted to say
good bye and watch us perform. That
was really touching. I really hope that
one day Juanita and her classmates
can come to Glenaeon to experience
and explore Sydney.
Thank you so much to Mr. Hill,
Scottie, Ms Tots, Dani, KG, Josh and
the teachers who made this eye
opening trip possible. It is definitely
a unique, once in a life time
experience. Thank you! 

Chi Chi Pau Year 11

Year 12

The expedition departed from
Australia on November 15th with 24
students and 8 White Water guides
from the school. For 23 days, the
group will explore the grandeur of the
Colorado River; immersed in the wild,
moved by nature with a bit of human
power, while being surrounded by
inspiring people.
In offering this experience to our
students, we hope to foster their
love for wild, awe-inspiring places
and highlight our independence from
technology. We aim to ignite their
passion for conservation and instill an
understanding of the importance of
maintaining the health of the planet
so that all people can enjoy their
moments shared with nature. 
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GLENAEON SCHOOL COUNCIL

Ken Gunderson-Briggs

Robin Borrud

Alasdair Fuller

Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School Ltd is a not for profit company:
the directors of that company form the School Council which is
the governing body of the school. As in any sound company there
is a clear delineation between management and governance: the
directors are not involved in managing the school, but maintain a
role in providing an overview of long term strategy, maintaining
the school’s financial solvency and protecting the school against
risk. Here are our directors, volunteers who devote many hours to
ensuring Glenaeon remains strong and stable.

Ken Gunderson-Briggs (Chair)

Ken Gunderson-Briggs has
been a member of Council since
2009, and serving as Treasurer
from 2010 and Chair from 2014.
Ken will be stepping down as
Chair at the 2018 AGM following
the conclusion of his third 3-year
term in line with the governance
arrangements of the School.
Ken’s background is as a
chartered accountant for over
30 years, being a partner of a
large firm, and more recently
his own. He is on the board of
Harvey Norman, and Australian
Pharmaceutical Industries
Limited (owners of the Priceline
Pharmacy brand), both ASX
listed public companies. He
has also assisted the Windgap
Foundation, a not-for-profit
organisation, serving people with
intellectual disabilities for the
past 50 years or so in the South
Sydney area.
Ken’s eldest child Kaitlyn
began at Glenaeon in 1997
and his three children have
all attended the school, with
Manon, the youngest finishing
at Glenaeon in 2012. Ken
succeeded Ian Davis as Chair
with the aim of consolidating
the terrific work undertaken
by the School and the Council
following the renewal process
back in 2007. Ken’s involvement
on the boards of the large listed
public companies has assisted
greatly with insights in adopting
the upgraded compliance
requirements and funding
arrangements of government,
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as well as ways to adapt the
underlying culture of the School
community to the contemporary
commercial challenges of an
education institution in a world of
disruption. Ken has been a driver
of operational stability for the
School through financial depth.
“To give back to the School
is indeed a pleasure” said Ken.
“To do it principally after your
own children have passed
through the School allows you to
do it with a sense of contribution
for the greater good of all,
without the temptation of vesting
an interest. Stewardship and
legacy are critical considerations
for those lucky enough to be
asked to be involved in positions
of governance.”

Robin Borrud

Robin Borrud is an
experienced social entrepreneur,
changemaker and international
philanthropist. She has been an
active member of the Glenaeon
community for the last seven
years. Robin’s belief that change
begins with people rather than
issues informs her commitment
to facilitating partnerships with
aligned organisations and projects
which work toward socially
integrated and sustainable goals.
Robin sits on numerous
non-profit boards, providing
governance and developmental
guidance to organisations that
serve marginalised, underserved
and at-risk populations including
CTZNWELL (US), Off the
Mat, Into the World (AU), and

Stephanie Graham

Communitere International (Haiti,
Philippines, Nepal, Greece).
For the past five years, Robin
has served on the Glenaeon
Council, where she has focused
on working with the marketing
team. In 2017, she was named
the Chairman of the Glenaeon
Foundation. As Chairman, Robin
is committed to continuing
to develop the identity of the
Foundation, raising the profile of
the Annual Appeal, and building
the Foundation’s programs.

Alasdair Fuller

Alasdair and the Fullers have
had a long involvement with
Glenaeon with both children
going through the school, Oliver
from Class 3 to Year 12 and
Francis from Kindy to Year 12.
Alasdair is married to Julia Byrne
who works at the school as an
Art Therapist and was featured in
a previous edition of AEON.
Alasdair started out at a
New Zealand law firm, and was
also an investment banker with
the NZ subsidiary of Macquarie
Bank. He worked as Director of
Procurement at Optus for nine
years before joining NBN Co
as Head of Procurement from
early 2010. He is now consulting
in infrastructure procurement.
Alasdair is a Barrister and
Solicitor of the High Court of
New Zealand.

Stephanie Graham

Stephanie has had a long
association with Glenaeon
with all three of her children
attending the school since
early childhood. Stephanie has
a professional background in
training and education in the
finance sector in roles ranging
from course development,
student support services, and
the development of tailored
training solutions to international
clients. She is experienced
in project management,

Neil Harrison

marketing, customer service,
product development, volunteer
management, recruitment and
staff development.
In her ten years of service to
the GPA, Stephanie undertook a
variety of roles including Co-Chair
of the GPA Steering Group,
Parent Education Coordinator,
Class Parent Coordinator, Fair
Coordinator, and Chair of Art
Show Committee. In 2011 she
was appointed to the Board of
the Glenaeon Foundation, a role
in which she continues to serve.

Neil Harrison

Neil and his wife Cassandra
(Cass) are the proud parents of
Lucille (Year 7) and Sacha (Year
4). Lucille has been at Glenaeon
since preschool and Sacha since
kindergarten.
From a work perspective, Neil
has worked in Human Resources
(HR) leadership and management
consulting roles for the past
22 years, including heading up
HR for large, complex businesses
(of up to 7,600 people), leading
specialist HR functions (including
Performance & Reward, Talent
Acquisition, Health, Safety &
Wellbeing, Employee Surveys
& HR Reporting) and as a HR
management consultant, working
across range of industries.
For the past 10 years he’s
worked at the Westpac Group,
across a range roles including
Head of HR for Westpac Retail
& Premium Banking (heading up
HR for Westpac’s national branch
and Premium Financial Services
business), HR Director for Group
Services (heading up HR for the
Group’s Operations, Technology,
and Legal & Compliance
functions), HR Director for Group
Technology, Director HR Strategic
Services (leading the Group’s
Talent Acquisition, Health Safety
& Wellbeing, Employee Surveys
and HR Reporting functions) and
Head of Performance & Reward

Lee Hill (Deputy Chair)

Earle MacGregor

for the Consumer & Business
Banking businesses.
Prior to the Westpac Group,
he had a variety of roles at
Perpetual, Mercer and Hay Group.
Neil is passionate about
helping organisations achieve
their vision through shaping
their people strategy and
practices, building strong
cultures, growing their people,
developing a safe and caring
work environment and adapting
to and managing change.

Lee Hill (Deputy Chair)

A member of the Glenaeon
Council since late 2010, Lee
is closely associated with the
School in many ways. His partner
Donna Miller is the current Art
& PDHPE teacher and Year 9
Year Adviser at Glenaeon. Lee
& Donna’s two daughters joined
the School in 2005 – Blaise has
just graduated Year 12 having
been with the school since
kindergarten and Jaz is in Year 10
having commenced at preschool.
Lee became involved in the
Glenaeon Parents Association
(then P&F) in 2006, initially as
part of the Spring Fair organising
committee and later became
co-Chair of the P&F Committee.
Born and educated in the UK,
Lee moved to Australia in 1992.
He is an experienced business
leader with a background in
general management and
marketing. Lee’s has worked
in a diverse range of sectors
including tertiary education,
consumer goods, financial
services & web technologies.
Lee is now self-employed as a
business advisor, in particular,
working with some of Australia’s
leading Universities and other
commercial organisations.
During the past ten years Lee
has served on many Boards
including charities (The Variety
Club – NZ), not-for-profits and
public and private companies.

Martin Porteous

Earle MacGregor

Earle was the School
Treasurer until 2017 and former
Treasurer of the Glenaeon
Parents Association. His children,
Hannah and Lincoln both
enjoyed their high school years
at Glenaeon some three years
ago. His wife Michele liked to be
involved with the school and ran
the Castlecrag Treasure Chest for
a number of years. Earle grew up
in country Queensland and has
lived in Adelaide and London.
Professionally Earle is
an experienced General
Manager, CFO and Consultant
who has worked for several
entrepreneurial and Australian
listed companies, mainly requiring
significant organisational change,
development and growth.
He has guided three
companies, Freedom Furniture,
Mortgage Choice and BT
Investment Management through
Australian stock exchange listings
and directed two large mergers.
He has carried out feasibilities for
start up concepts, re-financings
and turnarounds and implemented
new systems, reporting and
controls for various businesses
and government agencies.
Earle is a Chartered
Accountant having started his
career with Price Waterhouse
in audit and business advisory
services.

Martin Porteous

Martin’s two children both
enjoyed their journeys at
Glenaeon, Ashleen completing
her journey in 2013 and Joshua
graduating in 2015.
Martin is the Joint Chief
Executive Officer of Inala,
a Steiner-based Disability
organisation. He is also the
Australian representative at
the International Conference
of Social Therapy and Curative
Education at the Goetheanum in
Dornach, Switzerland.

Helen Wicker

Having originally studied
Arts/Law at UNSW, Martin
has been actively involved with
Anthroposophy and associated
initiatives for over 40 years.
Prior to his involvement with
Inala he graduated from a
Steiner-based Speech and
Drama training, and worked as
writer, performer, director and
teacher in Australia, England,
USA and Europe for ten years.
He has been a Director of
Sydney Rudolf Steiner College
for ten years (Steiner-based
Adult Education) work and a
member of Council since 2007.

Helen Wicker

Helen has been involved with
Glenaeon since 2004, when
her son Henry joined Class 1.
Her daughter Mirran started
kindergarten the following year,
and both children completed their
HSC with Glenaeon. The family
moved to Middle Cove to be close
to the school, and enjoy being
part of the local community.
Helen’s husband Jonathon
has also been actively involved
with Glenaeon, being class
parent and part of the GPA, and
continuing to be involved with
Class 5 garden education.
Helen became Treasurer in
2017, and has enjoyed being
part of Glenaeon’s 2018 – 2022
strategic planning process.
Professionally, Helen is a
specialist tax partner advising
on international and domestic
issues. Her clients operate in
a wide variety of industries,
from sports and entertainment,
insurance, and motor vehicle
dealerships, to oil and gas drilling,
marketing and distribution, and
primary production. A Chartered
Accountant and Chartered Tax
Adviser, Helen joined ShineWing
in 2016 to be part of establishing
a new business in Sydney, with
the firm growing to more than
25 people at present.

Simon Wiltshier

Simon Wiltshier

Simon is a structural engineer
and has worked in New Zealand
(where he went to University),
England and Australia. He
specialises in the conservation,
repair and adaptive re-use of
historic structures, however has
also worked on schools, transport
facilities, maritime structures and
industrial projects.
His daughter Asha attended
Glenaeon from preschool through
to Year 12, which she has just
completed, specialising in the
sciences.
Asha was Glenaeon’s
representative at several InterSchools horse riding events and
Simon has developed his skills as
a horse transport and muckingout expert.
Simon’s wife, Christine, was
well known at the school for
her work with younger children
and art.
As a result of his background,
one of Simon’s roles within the
Glenaeon Council is chairing the
Building Committee.
Simon moved from New
Zealand to the UK in 1979 and
from the UK to Australia in 1986.
He was a Director and Chairman
of Hughes Trueman, an Australian
engineering consultancy, and for
the last eight years has been a
Director with Mott MacDonald, a
global engineering firm.
Away from his working
and school life, Simon is
Chair of Engineers Australia
Heritage Committee and sits
on the Sydney Water Heritage
Committee. He has had a past
role on the NSW Heritage
Council technical advisory panel.
For recreation he enjoys
kayaking, motorcycling and any
opportunity to be outdoors or
under water. 
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SCHOOL PROJECTS

Archive room before
and after, with Sue Moody
and Ruth O'Hea

Archiving our 60-year
history

he job of archiving Australia’s
oldest Steiner school's
documents began in earnest
this year, when we realised we
needed somewhere safe, dry
and easily accessible to store our
valuable history. Thus began the
transformation of our storeroom
under the Alice Crowther building
(admin) by the boys from Crookwell
Constructions. Over a few short
weeks, they turned the area behind
the new kitchen into a beautiful
new storeroom, with weatherproof
and mould proof panels, floors and
shelving, with plenty of room to
store the many records, magazines,
newsletters, photos and other
documents we’ve accumulated over
the years.
We've been so lucky to have
former parent and professional
archivist, Ruth O’Hea, and former
teacher, Sue Moody, volunteering
this year to begin the enormous
task of archiving this 60-year history.
They've sorted through around
300 boxes so far, which are now

T
The journey begins

Finishing touches
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professionally stored and archived
both in our new archive rooms, and
online. Without their work, this
issue of AEON might not have been
published with so many of our old
photos and documents, so we
extend a warm thanks to them both.

We built a stairway
to heaven

One of this year's exciting school
projects was the building of a seven
metre wooden staircase over a small
embankment, on the path leading
from the biodynamic garden down
to the water's edge at Scott's Creek.
The stairs will give direct access to
the Scott’s Creek valley for kayaking,
science investigations, bushwalking
and even school drop offs from
Castle Cove. The stairs were built
with funds committed by the GPA.

60th Anniversary
Mosaic

Earlier this year, the high school
Students Representative Council
expressed a wish for students to
be involved in the school’s 60th
anniversary celebrations and

together we developed the idea
of creating a 60th anniversary
mosaic. The obvious choice for a
mosaic theme was the Glenaeon
logo, a contemporary take on the
historic mosaic made in 1972 (the
one on the front wall of the Alice
Crowther building). This original
mosaic was a Year 12 Visual Arts
project by student Madeleine
Van Leer and it so impressed the
teachers that it became our school
logo sometime after 1972, and it
has served the school very well
ever since.
Brendan Strobl, our Class
6 teacher, is an accomplished
ceramicist and prepared an
impressive large design for a
mosaic to be placed above the
main entrance to the Sylvia Brose
Hall. Over several weeks, Brendan
constructed the mosaic with every
student in the school putting
some tiles into the mosaic as a
contribution to the anniversary. It
was unveiled at our Founders Day
assembly on Wednesday November
22nd before a crowd of past
students, parents and students.

FOUNDATION UPDATE
The Glenaeon Foundation has been operational for five years
now and it is encouraging to witness our culture of philanthropy
grow. This year nearly 50% of our families made a donation
through either the Building Fund or through our Annual Giving
program and we are very thankful for your support. All donations
to the Glenaeon Foundation are tax deductible.

HELP US BY CONTRIBUTING
TO ANNUAL GIVING 2018.
Please donate via the Glenaeon website at
www.glenaeon.nsw.edu.au/giving/donate-now

Other projects:

Other projects on the drawing
board for 2017/2018 include:
»» New windows in the Senior
Library building scheduled to be
installed over the summer break
»» A new shed for GPA collateral is
being built at Castlecrag, also
during the break
»» A new roof is being quoted for
the Administration building, and
potential for the solar panels
to be installed here is being
investigated
»» And of course,
our new driveway!
–– While retaining our historical
gates and sandstone pillars,
we’ll incorporate
–– new school signage,
–– a new elevated stair and
pathway parallel to driveway
with
–– a pedestrian barrier and
–– a paved holding bay for
students (while waiting
for buses). 

his year our Fundraising program
has raised over $132,000,
a substantial amount of which will
be used for the much needed repair
and renovation of our beloved Sylvia
Brose Hall. Funds raised will be put
to very good use with a program of
works that includes;
»» The installation of a new energy
efficient heating and cooling
system
»» Rendering the walls to create a
more modern feel
»» Sanding and repairing the floor
boards
»» Installing a state of the art audio
visual system
»» Repairing the worn curtains with
stage quality curtains.
Work is expected to commence
shortly on the Sylvia Brose Hall.
In 2016 we opened the Glenaeon
Community Kitchen which was
the first program of work for the
Foundation. The Kitchen has been
operational for a year now and
students and staff are enjoying
delicious organic food thanks to
Sharon Dirkin, our Canteen Operator.

T

Stage 2 of the Kitchen
project will commence
late 2017 which is the
covered deck and seating.
The end of year
Foundation Cocktail Party
was held on 29th November
to thank our generous
donors for their support this
year. This event is always a
highlight in the Foundation
calendar. 
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NOW?
The more we chat with our graduates, the more we learn
about the successful and diverse careers they’ve pursued since
leaving Glenaeon. We hope you are inspired by their stories,
achievements and reminisces about their years at Glenaeon.

Simon Gunning (1969)

imon Gunning is a celebrated
artist who has made his name
throughout the U.S. He is
renowned for painting local scenery,
including the Southern Louisiana
landscape. Simon has the ability to
reproduce scenes from different
times of the day and frame them
in a way that captures the light and
colours so unique to the landscape.
His style of painting has been
described as “an iconic personal
statement about life, death, sorrow,
and a love affair with an exotic land.”
In 1999, Simon was awarded
a Visual Artist Fellowship by the
Louisiana Division of the Arts.
Through this fellowship, his work has
been exhibited in many public and
private locations across the U.S.A as
well as Paris, London, and Australia.

S

Simon Gunning

What have you been doing
since school?

Daniel Stukel Beasly
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I began school at Dalcross in
Pymble, and studied at Glenaeon
until I was 13 years old in 1969.
When my parents moved to
Melbourne, I enrolled at The Victorian
College of Art where I studied
painting and drawing. I was privileged
to have Fred Williams as a private
tutor for two semesters, and he put
me on the path to where I am today.
Another important artist, David
Hockney, visited the college and
offered postgraduate scholarships
in painting at the Royal Academy in
London to the students, for which I
applied and was accepted. However,
I never made it to London. I moved
to the U.S.A over 30 years ago and,
after a year in New York, I returned
to New Orleans, which became my
home and where I met my wife,
Shelly. I worked as a bartender and
waiter in the French Quarter of New
Orleans until the chips fell into place
for me and I made my way into the
art world in the United States.
Essentially, I have drawn and
painted all my life and plan to
continue to do so, as I have not
yet realised my contribution to the
language of art.

What impact did Glenaeon have
on your career choice?
Glenaeon had an enormous
impact on my life and career as an
artist. I was encouraged from the
beginning and was nurtured in a
very personal way. Alan Whitehead
was one of my teachers; he was
an artist, the first real one I met.
Miss Sylvia Brose took me under
her arm and provided me with a
room to draw when the other kids
pursued a broad range of cultural
activities. The teachers were
incredible; I don't remember all
their names, but the impact of the
teachers was profound.

What is your favourite Glenaeon
memory?
There are so many memories
of Glenaeon; from the day to day
activities to playing in the bamboo
patch and coming to school up Sugar
Loaf Bay by kayak.
Also, there was an amusing
incident when my brother Dan caught
a red belly black snake and was sent
home with the snake in a duffel bag.
I went home with him for “safety”
reasons, however, when Dan showed
the snake off in the back of the bus
to the housewives, they were not
amused, and we were kicked off
the 203 bus. As mum was driving
along Edinburgh Road, she caught us
heading home and brought us back
to school and took the snake home.
Much to our disappointment.

What are your plans for the future?
Being an artist is a hard-earned
privilege, with which comes a
responsibility to share and pass on
the torch to others and shed light
on the world. Thus, to use what you
have created for a positive force in
the world. It is the gift of alchemy.
The future is an unfinished painting,
and none of this would have ever
been possible without the love and
support of my wife and family.
Want to know more about
Simon Gunning and his work?
Visit www.simongunning.com/

Daniel Stukel Beasly (1998)

D

aniel Stukel Beasly is an
architect, lecturer and founder
of Stukel Stone.

What have you been doing
since school?
I studied Architecture at UNSW
and graduated with first class
honours in 2005. That same
year I joined PTW Architects and
commenced a senior role on the
team designing a major extension to
the National Gallery of Australia. The
responsibilities included: facades,
structure and high-performance
internal glazing. There was also the
extraordinary opportunity to realise

a significant permanent artwork
by the USA artist James Turrell,
‘Within Without’.
Seeking autonomy and a chance
to develop my own design voice
I started my own solo practice
when I turned 30.The early projects
explored themes of science and
lighting and finding dynamic forms
revealing the functional concept.
Discovering a collaborative
synergy with my life partner, a
costume and set designer for live
theatre, the current business Stukel
Stone was founded in 2014. I now
co-direct this hybrid practice which
offers Architecture and Performance
Design services. The team of
six work out of a characterful
warehouse studio in Redfern.
An ongoing affiliation with UTS
School of Architecture offers me
current sessional work as a lecturer,
tutor and guest critic. Also being
an educator enables me to make a
valuable contribution to the vocation.

What impact did Glenaeon have
on your career choice?
True to the aspirations of the
Glenaeon curriculum, I sought a
well-rounded education studying
high-level maths, English, languages,
art and sciences. The challenge was
to pursue a vocation which would
continue this broad spectrum of
skills and interests, and architecture
seemed to be the best fit. An
architect knows a little about almost
everything, a true generalist, rather
than a specialist. This was a chance
to continue with a well-rounded
education moving through adult life.

What is your favourite Glenaeon
memory?
Experiences at Glenaeon are
more a feeling than a memory. The
sanctuary of the bushland campus
and rituals in the day marked by
class greetings, verses and focused
main lessons, were a wonderful
context within which to grow. I am
confident that the encouragement
to develop one’s unique individuality
by the teachers and mentors is the
genesis of a Glenaeon graduate’s
free thinking, unfettered by social
constructs.

What are your plans for the future?
Stukel Stone is the primary
focus in my life at the moment. The
practice is gaining momentum with
industry recognition and exciting
public commissions, but most
importantly it is attracting clients
who represent a good fit and who
understand what we value. The
intention is to continue approaching
each new project with originality and
optimism, hopefully uncovering a
little gem of ingenuity. 

REUNIONS

Class of 1997 alumni

Class of 1987 alumni

Class of 1997 Reunion

Class of 1987 Reunion

Saturday 2nd September

Saturday 16th September

here was great excitement
among their former teachers as
the Class of 1997 re-connected
and shared stories of what they had
been doing for the past 20 years.
It was unique opportunity to hear
interesting stories about the Class of
1997’s lives. Prana Arnold has spent
18 years as a humanitarian volunteer
based in India. She is now based
outside of Byron Bay, managing an
organic vegan food business. Purdie
Wood is an Integrative Therapist, and
works as a vocalist for the group
'Care in the Sky'.
Ninna Millikin was our
photographer for the evening and has
been working as a writer, director and
editor. Ninna is a film maker and her
most recent production, ‘Plan Bee’
follows a group of former refugees
who are budding beekeepers learning
the importance of bees in our world.
Alex Yeomans, who works in
the field of Engineering shared
his impressions of being back at
Glenaeon; “Returning to the school
after 20 years has rekindled many
memories. I must pass credit to
Glenaeon and the passionate
teachers for many of my life skills as
well as the basis for learning many
more technical skills since leaving.
As a student the adage of 'education
for life' and learning skills through
play have definitely stayed with me
and touring the school shows that
this is just as important now as it
was for me.”
We were also fortunate to have
a few former (and current Glenaeon)
teachers along. Thanks to Ann Reeve,
Marion Schwarzrock, Julie Hamann
and Glennis Mowday for joining in
the celebration.

small group of former students
gathered together to reminisce
about school days and what
paths their lives had taken since
school. We were also fortunate that
Glennis Mowday, Brigitte TietgeRollans and Anne Rouse joined the
celebrations.
Jeanette Salmon, who travelled
from Queensland for the reunion is
a Teachers Aide for primary students.
Amanda Vella Crompton is also in the
education sector as a teacher in the
Performing Arts.

T
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Erik Thorvaldsen with

Erik Thorvaldson works as
an Experimental Scientist for the
National Measurement Institute.
Adam Meyer, who also made a trip
from Queensland, is working as an
Insurance Consultant. Emilia Salgado
has completed three degrees and has
worked in Communications, Business
and Project Management to name a
few of her specialities!
Sarah Blooman works in the data
area, and she shared her impressions
of being back at Glenaeon – “It has
been the most amazing experience
coming back to Glenaeon, and
seeing everyone. Such wonderful
memories that will never
be forgotten”.
Andrew Hill led a tour of
the Middle Cove Campus in
both events, which is always a
reunion highlight. The Alumni
were nostalgic as they re-visited
the campus as adults and
reminisced on their school years.
We look forward to staying
in touch with the Class of 1997
and 1987. Thank you to the
former students and teachers
who joined us. 

classmates

SEPTEMBER 2018
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur

Upcoming reunion dates for the diary
»» 1 September
»» 8 September
»» 22 September

10 Year reunion (Class of 2008)
20 Year reunion (Class of 1998)
30 Year reunion (Class of 1988)

30
2
9
16
23

27
3
10
17
24

28
4
11
18
25

29
5
12
19
26

30
6
13
20
27

Fri

Sat

31
7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29
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ANNIVERSARY ANECDOTE:
Is Marion Glenaeon’s Godmother?

It all started with the gift of a book, sometime in 1926.
Marion Mahony Griffin was living in The Parapet, just fifty
metres down the road from where the Hall bearing her
name now stands on our Castlecrag campus.
arion was relatively new
to Sydney having left
Canberra just a year or so
before, after helping to lay the
ground plan for Australia’s new
national capital. Her husband
Walter’s magnificent vision for
the city was in place and he
was developing a new suburb
on the foreshores of Sydney
Harbour called Castlecrag.
Sometime in 1926, Marion
read a book by Dr Rudolf
Steiner called Esoteric Science,
which outlined what he called
the science of the spirit, a path
to develop the higher faculties
of insight in each human soul.
As a woman of higher interests
and purpose, Marion was a
seeker after the deeper things
of life, and we know it changed
her life. As she wrote in her
memoirs, “It changed me
completely from a pessimist
to an optimist. …from this
standpoint it was possible to
attain a basic purpose for life.”

M

She shared it with Walter
and together they became
students of Dr Steiner’s work.
While Walter was designing
buildings that still draw
admiration today, Marion’s
personal energy was devoted
to building Castlecrag into a
place that reflected the values
of aesthetic design, harmony
with nature and community
relationships. She encouraged
a shared study of Dr Steiner’s
work and drew many people to
the groups that sprang up with
that purpose.
Marion’s spiritual interests
were also fostered through
theatre and with Walter she
built the Haven Amphitheatre
as a place for the community
to celebrate together in
Drama. In 1936 she directed
a production of the ancient
Greek tragedy Antigone by
Sophocles in the amphitheatre.
A young Sylvia Brose joined the
production and was inspired

by Marion to write her own
play, one she called Mirrabooka,
based on indigenous Dreaming
themes and stories. This
year, our own Year 11 Drama
students performed Antigone in
the appropriately-named Sylvia
Brose Hall as part of our 60th
anniversary celebrations.
In 1932, the architect Eric
Nicholls, who had been running
the Melbourne office for
Walter Burley Griffin, moved
to Sydney with his family, and
he and his wife Mary ‘Mollie’
became active members of the
Castlecrag community.
Mollie began kindergarten
classes in her home and
Marion talked about beginning
a Steiner School. Marion had
no children of her own, but
drew children to her. She wrote
that she “was able to make
friends with the children whose
lives are being parched by the
arid teaching of our present
communities. Parents began

sending their children to
me when they asked those
‘impossible questions’”.
The school was not to be in
her lifetime. Marion returned to
the US in 1937, after Walter’s
death, but left behind a vision
for a school that would educate
children in a healthy, aesthetic
and inspiring way, based on
Dr Steiner’s indications. Sylvia
carried that vision, and went on
to found what became Glenaeon
in 1957. Marion began life
as the first registered female
architect in the USA, and left a
successful practice in Chicago
to bring to Australia her and
Walter’s extraordinary vision
for our national capital. Marion
died in Chicago in 1961, having
left behind the seed of our
school half a world away. Our
Godmother indeed! 

 Harvest Festival 21 March  MidWinter Festival 21 June  Music Concert 17 August
 Spring Festival 26 September  Art Show Opening 2 November  Family Fair 3 November
 Carol Service 3 December
TERM DATES:

START

TERM 1: 31 JAN – 11 APR

END

JANUARY 2018

FEBRUARY 2018
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AUGUST 2018

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25
1

NOVEMBER 2018

3
10
17
24
31

TERM 4: 17 OCT – 12 DEC
APRIL 2018

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur

JULY 2018

OCTOBER 2018

29
5
12
19
26

TERM 3: 25 JUL – 26 SEP

MARCH 2018

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur

JUNE 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

30
2
9
16
23

TERM 2: 2 MAY – 4 JUL
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3
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6
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